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Commercial
& Residential

Capitol Valley Electric is a leader in delivering 
transformative commercial and residential 
real estate projects around America, playing 
a critical role in developing diverse office 
environments, domestic dwellings, and 
dynamic retail destinations.

We play a critical role in the 
conceptualization and execution of these 
spaces and have been involved in some of 
the most iconic projects ever delivered; 
buildings that define the skyline of many of 
the most illustrious cities.
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Mixed Use
Place and experience are merging in new ways to redefine innovative 
environments while the demand to live, work and play in a centralized location 
continues to increase in popularity. CVE is responding to this critical shift by 
partnering with clients to create environments that blend residential, 
commercial, cultural, and institutional elements into a physically and 
functionally integrated and connected place. These mixed-use developments 
create and enhance a sense of place while seamlessly integrating into the existing 
communities.

Office
Although the specific technical hurdles encountered on commercial projects vary greatly, CVE 
is well equipped to partner with our clients and shepherd these projects towards a successful 
completion. With a stellar reputation for tackling the world’s most challenging commercial 
projects and numerous iconic developments in our portfolio, including some of the tallest and 
most recognizable buildings in the world, we help our clients develop and implement an optimal plan 
for the seamless execution of these projects.

Residential
With consumers across generations seeking live/work lifestyles in ever-growing numbers and global 
populations on the move, the sector is experiencing growth trends like never before. From high-rise 
apartment buildings to small scale or extensive residential developments and new communities, 
CVE’s residential specialists deliver cost effective and sustainable projects to clients

Retail
CVE has proven, expertise across every type of retail project and program. Our success is based on 
our ability to collaborate and perform efficiently while adhering to highest level of quality and safety.

We provide a full range of services, which allows us to ensure seamless transition and coordination 
across the entire project life cycle for our retail clients, including planning, design, and 
construction—from small tenant fit-outs to major renovations, to new multi-story anchor stores and 
entire shopping malls.

Whether clients need help in the development of standardized design criteria, construction 
management support for a single project or program management services, CVE can tailor our 
services to meet their needs.

Contact Us for Your Next Project
capitolvalleyelectric.com | (916) 686-3244

info@capitolvalleyelectric.com


